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hat was a very sunny
and pleasant morning.
My daughters and me were lazying
around the beach near Mumbai.
Mom saw the turtle, she ran down
to take it and came back almost crying as the turtle was dead. It takes
me down the memory lane when I
used to tell my daughters about the
nice stories of turtles, butterflies,
sea shells etc . But in the year of
time the oceans have became garbage bags. Human on earth ruthlessly put all the waste especially the
plastic waste everywhere, which is
not biodegradable and ultimately it
goes to the ocean. It certainly hurts
to the living things in the ocean.
There is a big garbage patch
which is knows as grate pacific garbage patch which is in existence
since long. Charles Moore a racing
boat captain discovered the patch
when he was sailing from Hawaii
to California. The entire Great
Pacific Garbage Patch is bounded
by the North Pacific Subtropical
Gyre. An ocean gyre is a system of
circular ocean currents formed by
the Earth’s wind patterns and the
forces created by the rotation of
the planet. The area in the center
of a gyre tends to be very calm and
stable.
The amount of debris in the
Great Pacific Garbage Patch accumulates because much of it is not
biodegradable. Many plastics, for
instance, do not wear down; they
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Turtles in Plastic Bowls

simply break into tinier and tinier in abandoned plastic fishing nets,
which are being discarded more ofpieces.
ten because of their low cost. Seals
About 80% of the debris in the
and other mammals often drown in
Great Pacific Garbage Patch comes
these forgotten nets—a phenomfrom land-based activities in North
enon known as “Ghost Fishing.”
America and Asia. Trash from the
Hundreds of thousands of
coast of North America takes about
six years to reach the Great Pacific sea turtles, whales, and other marine
Garbage Patch, while trash from Ja- mammals, and more than 1 million
pan and other Asian countries takes seabirds die each year from ocean
pollution and ingestion or entangleabout a year.
ment in marine debris. Marine debris
Marine debris can be very harmis manmade waste that is directly or
ful to marine life in the gyre. For inindirectly disposed of in oceans, rivstance, loggerhead sea turtles often
ers, and other waterways. Most trash
mistake plastic bags for jellies, their
reaches the seas via rivers, and 80%
favorite food. Albatrosses mistake
originates from landfills and other
plastic resin pellets for fish eggs and
urban sources. This waste, which
feed them to chicks, which die of
is also consumed by fish and can
starvation or ruptured organs. Seals
entangle sharks and damage coral
and other marine mammals are espereefs, tends to accumulate in gyres.
cially at risk. They can get entangled
Continued on Page 4
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Environmental Education Training Program
President's Corner

“

In association with TATA Motors, an Environmental Education
Training Program had organized by
TERRE at Nutan Marathi Vidyalay, Pune on 4th August 2016 and at
Sharada Vidyalaya, Navi Peth, Pune
on 20th August 2016.
The main objective of this
training program was to Train, Aware
and Educate students regarding Environmental Issues. This training
had initiated with screening of ‘Vasundhara Geet’ created by TERRE.
Students enjoyed watching the video.
Then TERRE team had an interactive session related to current environmental situations with the help
of Audio Visual. For children’s entertainment, TERRE have prepared
games like Snake and Ladder, Playing cards, Crosswords etc.

The program was followed by a discussion on ‘Life Cycle Assessment
of Plastic Bottles’ by screening of
videos regarding the same.

If you think you have
thrown bags away,
remember: there is no
away! Every bag you
have ever thrown away is
stored in landfill
somewhere. Use reusable
bags and help to stop the
destruction of our
eco-systems.”

- Dr. Vinitaa Apte

President, TERRE

The entire program was concluded by distributing Environmental Education Training Material
amongst the students. The
training program had conducted successfully and
TERRE
received
very enthusiastic response.

Education through entertainment is the main motive of these
games. Later these games were introduced to the students by TERRE.

TERRE
Publications
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TERRE Policy Centre
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Prize Distribution Ceremony at BMCC

Question of the
month

Which one of the chemicals
is responsible for the reduction of ozone content of the
atmosphere?
A. SO2
B. Chlorofluoro carbon
C. HCl
D. Photochemical smog
If you know the answer, send in your entry to us at

info@terrepolicycentre.com
Winner of last month’s
quiz

Mahesh Bankar Patil

‘Dr. Vinitaa Apte distributing the prizes at BMCC.’
All the Institutes in the field of
‘Sanskrit Language’ in Pune district
organized a program namely ‘Ekatrit
sanskrutdin’ on 20th Aug, at Tata Hall,
BMCC, Pune. The main objective of
this program was to unite all the people working in the field of Sanskrit
Language and to have a get together
for awareness of the language. More
than 20 institutes had participated in
the program. In that program, there
was a prize distribution ceremony for

those who achieved great success in
‘Stotra Pathantar’ (Reciting Shlokas)
Competition. This competition was
organized by ‘Anandashram’. Being
a Trustee at Anandashram and also
a President at TERRE Policy Centre, Dr. Vinitaa Apte had distributed
some prizes. The prizes included
‘Green Card’ and ‘Snake and Ladder’
game, designed by TERRE, for the
awareness of environmental issues.

(maheshbankar001@gmail.com)
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natural resources than the
Earth can provide. At our current population, we need 1.5
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Celebrated Social Rakshabandhan

From Page 1...

DO YOU KNOW?
• Plastic bags are petroleum-based
and do not biodegrade.
• Sea turtles and other marine creatures mistake plastics and other
garbage as food (such as jellyfish)
and ingest it. This mistake causes
blockages within their digestive
system and eventual death.
On the occasion of Rakshabandhan, Karve Stree Shikshan
Sanstha’s Media Department celebrated ‘Social Rakshabandhan’ with
the theme ‘Say NO to Plastic and
E-Waste’.
On 19th August a lecture was
organised by Dr. Vinitaa Apte, on
the topic of ‘E-Waste Management’
at Karve Stree Shikshan Sanstha.
The main objective of this lecture
was to spread awareness about electronic waste management and environmental impact of E-Waste on
community. Today’s generations are
the ones who are using electronic
gadgets in several forms.

Hence it is important to educate them to reduce the use of electronic materials.
The lecture was initiated with
screening of an audio visual clip regarding human affecting the environment and it was followed by the
discussion on the same.
Dr. Apte shared her experiences regarding her visits to different countries and her presence at
different summits and meetings in
Environmental Field. Students asked
many questions related to their local environmental situations and received satisfactory answers.

• According to the US EPA,
Americans use more than 380
billion plastic bags and wraps
each year. It takes 12 million barrels of oil to produce this many
bags. Worldwide, as many as one
trillion plastic bags are used each
year. This equates to 100 million
barrels of oil!
• Plastic toxins end up in fish, which
end up on our plates, which end
up inside our bodies.
• In 2007, San Francisco was the
first city in the United States to
ban petroleum-based plastic bags
in large markets and pharmacies.
• Less than 5% of plastics are recycled worldwide!
Thus the human on earth needs
to use recycle bags and less use of
plastic, else one day all the turtles
will die in plastic bowl and the Earth
will become of plastic.
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1. Presence of an unwanted constituent or
impurity in a material/environment.

2. ___ development meets the needs of the
present without compromising the future
generation’s needs.

2. A renewable energy harnessed from sun.
3. A species which is at risk of becoming
extinct, threatened by changing environment.

4. The general variations of weather in a region
over long periods of time.

5. Biogas is rich in this compound.

7. Oil pollution has a ____ effect on the development of marine organisms.

6. Many elements like lead, mercury, etc are
____.

8. Food ___ is a linear network of links in a food
web.

Increase your IQ and Knowledge by
solving this Environmental base Crossword
and send it on info@terrepolicycentre.com

9. The spill of this compound in Baia Mare,
Romania, in 2000 is the worst environmental
disaster in Europe since Chernobyl.
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News network

Agriculture in 115 Indian districts most at
risk from climate change

July 2016 was warmest on record, NASA
analysis finds

Global warming may cause flooding in
Himalayas but drought in Andes

As floods ravage eastern and northern India, agriculture in 115 districts across 15 states
is “highly vulnerable” to climate change, according to a study published in the Indian
Academy of Science journal Current Science.

July 2016 was the warmest July in 136 years of
modern record-keeping, according to a monthly
analysis of global temperatures by NASA. The
record warm July continued a streak of 10 consecutive months dating back to October 2015 that
have set new monthly high-temperature records.

In a unique study showing how different regions of the planet may react to global warming
differently, researchers have shown that people
in the Himalayas will have to contend with
flooding, while those in the Andes will have
longer dry spells and less water.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2016/08/160817085303.htm

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/environment/thegood-earth/Global-warming-may-cause-flooding-in-Himalayas-but-drought-in-Andes/articleshow/53506837.cms

http://zeenews.india.com/exclusive/agriculture-in-115-indian-districts-most-at-risk-from-climate-change_1915045.
html

‘Celebrating
World Honey
Bee Day’ as
Honey Bee
plays an
important role
in Ecosystem.
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